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Challenges facing the STM community 400 years ago

1638, Elzevier published Galileo

Challenges facing Elzevier then

•Identifying and producing high 
quality content

•Operating a content delivery 
system

•Removing barriers to information 
flow
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Since the 1600s publishing quantities and sources have changed

1638 2009

~1,000 Manuscripts
All European based

~1.5 Million Articles

38% Europe

30% North America

24% Asia

8% ROW

Plus…~600BLN  web documents - 7M new daily,  1000 new books daily
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How content is prepared has changed

XML
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How content is delivered has changed
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And it is changing again

• ~1.5M Kindles expected to be sold this year; sales of ~$700M

Source: Citigroup
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Our competitors have changed
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Interaction with content has changed

Source: The Economist

• 65 million mobile users interact on facebook• 65 million mobile users interact on facebook
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Extremely Important
41%

Important
45%

Somewhat Important

12%

Not Important
2%

86% of researchers believe premium STM information is “Extremely 
Important or Important”

* Source: The Accountability Of ScienceDirect: Users' Perspectives " Martin Akel & Associates, 2008

The value of information has likely changed
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* Source: 2007/2008 surveys of 6,300 knowledge workers, Outsell, Inc.

2008
100% = 40 hour week

The need for information has affected user behavior

Knowledge 
workers spend 
nearly half of 
their week on 
information 
retrieval and 
management

9.5 hrs searching
gathering info

9.2 hrs organizing, 
analyzing and applying 
information
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Approximately $2,000,000 in hidden search costs per year

Source: Calculated based on IDC Hidden Costs of Searching 2008

9.5 hours a week 
per person searching

100 people 
on staff

Working 
50 weeks / year

Making $40 an hour
($80,000 a year base)

× × ×

And this has impacted business
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And you? Well you’ve probably changed too   

Compared to 2000

•You are twice as likely to book travel 
online

•You are four times as likely to bank 
online

•You are 50% more likely to be online 

• In fact… some of you are probably 
online right now…?
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But have STM challenges changed?

Amid relentless change key 
challenges remain

•Identifying and producing 
high quality content

•Operating a world class 
content delivery system

•Removing barriers to 
information flow



Keys to identifying and producing high quality content
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1. Staying close to the research community

2. Maintaining quality assurance

3. Continually improving identification & production processes



Identifying content to promote requires true engagement 
with research communities
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•Engaged editorial 
boards

•High community 
visibility & leadership

•High standards of 
peer review



Solicit and 
manage 
submissions

Manage 
peer review

Production

Publish and 
disseminate

Edit and 
prepare

Archive and 
promote

Identify Content Area

From identification through promotion, the STM industry is 
involved in sustaining a large and intricate process



Evolution is critical: Organizations, companies and products 
are testing new ways to identify high quality content 
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PLoS One introduce method peer review, 
solicits users commentary

Mendeley and Connotea provides tools for 
article tagging and sharing

Jove Identifies high quality video ‘articles’

Evolving to always identify and produce high quality content 
remains a constant STM challenge. 



Keys to operating world class content delivery
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2. Delivering to the needs of the user

3. Delivering content within a user’s context

1. Derived from trusted knowledge sources



Trusted content forms the foundation of databases, tools 
and applications
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Primary Content: 
Full Text Article
(patent, book, other)

Meta-data 
extracted (e.g. 
authors, title)

Abstract content

Semantically Indexed 
Content

Machine-Aided 
Human Indexing

Manually Indexed 
Content
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Content delivery needs to be user centric

Article Highlights

Audio / Video

Graphical Abstract

Tabbed Navigation
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It should be intuitive and interactive…

2D images redrawn

Stacked to make 3D model

3D model – can be sliced
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…and customized to a community or individual’s workflow needs



STM challenges in removing barriers to information flow
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2. Building partnerships

1. Creating infrastructure

3. Ensuring sustainability
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For the free web an information infrastructure is being built

• Ebay serves 5 Billion API calls a month• Ebay serves 5 Billion API calls a month
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Through APIs interoperability is enabled

• By linking applications through APIs it is possible to query 
across applications in real time
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And partnerships provide the potential for symbiotic growth
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Companies, like Apple, have engaged a community in its 
own development

• 85,000 Applications
• Over 2,000,000,000 downloads

• 85,000 Applications
• Over 2,000,000,000 downloads



Elsevier wants to play a key role in removing barriers
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Content & Delivery Communities

Life Sciences

Chemistry

Physical Sciences

Other disciplines

Journals Web
A&I databases

Books Chemistry Drug indexing

Drug Safety

• We publish over 2,000 journals
• We index over 14,000 STM journals and large numbers of 
patents

• We extract millions of facts from the published literature to serve 
a range of communities

• We index over 350 million science related documents on the 
web



But we are also only just part of the industry
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Content & Delivery Communities

Life Sciences

Chemistry

Physical Sciences

Other disciplines

• Thomson-Reuters   
• Springer
• Nature
• Taylor & Francis
• Wiley-Blackwell
• Societies
• Non-Profits
• University Presses
• And many, many others



And all of us, are just a fraction of the content and media that
our communities turn to for their information needs
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Content & Delivery Communities

Life Sciences

Chemistry

Physical Sciences

Other disciplines

• Web Content

• Colleague 
correspondence

• Instrument 
results

• Presentations

• Regulatory 
information• Videos

• News



Users want to have their own “lenses” to view all 
relevant content
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Life Sciences

Chemistry

Physical Sciences

Other disciplines

• Web Content

• Colleague 
correspondence

• Instrument 
results

• Presentations

• Regulatory 
information• Videos

• News

• Provided users trust the content, they are source agnostic
• They do not want to be impeded by barriers to information flow
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Elsevier intends to play a leadership role
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2. Building partnerships
• Netbase, Nextbio, …

1.Creating infrastructure
• APIs, taxonomies, nomenclatures,..

3. Ensuring sustainability
• Science, Commercial viability 

TTTT

TTTT

TTTT



Openness is imperative
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Over 400 years, key challenges stand the test of time

•Identifying and producing 
high quality content

•Operating a world class 
content delivery system

•Removing barriers to 
information flow
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We just need to execute in a world that has 
fundamentally changed

9.5 hours a week 
per person searching

100 people 
on staff

Working 
50 weeks / year

Making $40 an hour
($80,000 a year base)

× × ×



…and adapt!

“It is not the strongest of the 

species that survive, nor the 

most intelligent, but the one 

most responsive to change.”

- Charles Darwin



Thank you


